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“The word apnea is derived from the Greek a-pnoia or ‘without breathing.’ ”
					

Umberto Pelizzari, Freediver
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abstract

I began freediving, a sport in which one dives as deep
as possible on single breath hold, as a way to approach the
inaccessible space of the deep, to expand my understanding of the
unobtainable.

This space (the deep) seemed to me to be representative
of something that is totally unknown, its power existing in its
inaccessibility, in its un-know-ability.

Through training/experiential data collection and using
human physiology at depth as a framework, this thesis work book
explores a single breath hold to the other side.

Work made in support of this exploration touches on
darkness, depth, the edge, the void, and the forms, sounds, and
shapes that embody these ideas.

1

fear of...
			

I fear water.1 Specifically deep water. Specifically dark water. I
have feared water all of my life. I have no explanation for my fear.2
It simply exists.

1 In characterizing fear, I would like to avoid the use of the word
‘phobia’. Although its definition is useful in understanding fear, its place
in language does not express quite adequately the visceral, corporal
(corporeal?) sensation of fear. Within the body fear is experienced on
both lower and higher levels of cognitive processing. Subconsciously,
fear channels through the amygdala: “It receives information on a straight
pathway from our senses, which allows us to, for example, step back from
an unexpected precipice without a moment’s conscious thought, and
triggers a roster of other bodily responses,” MacKinnon, “The Strange
Brain of…”. And on a conscious level, fear registers itself as a disabling
emotion, often appearing in conjunction with instances of confrontation
with something that is beyond our control.
2 Typically fear of water is paired with a logical type of reasoning, for
instance, the person affected by the fear cannot swim or swim well,
or experienced a trauma. And while, by definition, my fear might be
considered as falling into the category of phobia, I would like to make
clear that I experience it as a deep respect, bordering worship or awe, for
this thing that is so much larger than myself.

2

For me there is a type of unknown represented by deep and dark

In starting this project I was searching perhaps for the

water which immediately forces me to recognize that I am dealing

inaccessible or for something that was unobtainable, unknowable.

with something that is much larger than myself, that is inaccessible

Attempting to enter a place where one could not go, or at least

by ordinary human means3 that hints toward the infinite, yet also

could not stay, I was seeking out the sublime4, the boundary, the

toward the boundaries and limits created in confronting the infinite.

line, the end or the edge of the mind, and the point at which I

There are certain places in the world that we simply cannot know,

approach my limit physiologically and also psychologically and

cannot touch consciously. This space (the deep) seemed to me to

confront the dark abyss that is the unknown, that is the other side,

be representative of something that is totally unknown, of death, its

that is my fear.

power existing in its inaccessibility, in its un-know-ability.
3 This reference originates from René Daumal’s Mount Analogue, a novel
in which Daumal constructs a place, a mountain, that exists materially: “its
summit must be inaccessible but its base accessible to human beings as
nature has made them. It must be unique and it must exist geographically.
The gateway to the invisible must be visible.” Daumal, who died before
completing the novel, never got to the point of revealing the summit, the
inaccessible space beyond; though, through what is written, constructed
a particular quest for knowledge of the other side within the structure
of a mountain climb. For addition reference see René Daumal’s essay
entitled “Une expérience fondamentale” (A Fundamental Experiment/
Experience).

4 Sublime as meaning or relating to the concept of the ‘Abstract Sublime’
as described by Robert Rosenblum in his 1961 essay of the same title, in
which sublimity emerges as something which places us on the threshold
of the shapeless infinite, and relates to the “Romantic tradition of
the irrational and awesome” as well as with a “Romantic vocabulary of
boundless energies and limitless spaces,” Morely, Sublime, 112.

3

training /
the need to breathe

I began freediving as a way to approach
this inaccessible space, for not only was
it physically and literally beyond my limit
it was beyond any type of experience I
could imagine, beyond any place I could
imagine. I could not picture the vastness,
the nothingness, the weight of it, or the
scale of it in relation to myself. It was all
an abstract language.

7

In every dive I noticed my mind giving
extreme and precise attention to
each and every individual body part,
to every single movement. Nothing
about it felt natural, if anything it was
all very awkward. I felt disorientation
in even the smallest movements. I
would bail on a dive, come oﬀ balance
and feel as though I was spinning.
The direction of up, down, sideways,
in these moments was not clear.

10

11

The physiological aspects of the training, of pushing the body right up to the edge, constantly challenged every innate human response necessary
to staying alive. For instance, I could only push a breath hold for so long before the instinct to

breathe took over and I would consciously

think about breath, about needing to breathe. And I wasn’t only thinking about it, I was feeling it: my whole diaphragm
contracting, my heart pounding, my throat tightening.

12
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There were some moments under when
I could feel myself wanting to

breath.

take a

I tried once to inhale though

my nose. My mask tightened around my
face. I felt as though I would choke. The
closer I came to the surface, the more
buoyant I became, the more I wanted to
exhale, the more I wanted to

breathe.

How does one train to experience the unknown or prepare to enter a place that is beyond all imagining?5

While practicing I felt hyper awareness of my body in a way one rarely ever
does. I was taking my final

breath and trying to think if my toes were

pointed.
It was during these moments in the pool, during these periods of excruciating focus, that the realization of what I was training for, a -20 meter (60
foot) dive, faded away. Everything peripheral became entirely not important.

Every single movement—every single movement, required extreme focus.
It was all about what existed within that particular moment. I was being trained to remember, to feel intuitively with my body how to move, how to
breathe. In covering safety material I was being trained to react with the proper response: calmness in a situation of danger, training the brain and
the muscles how to react. In a sense it is the only way one can prepare to enter a space beyond imagining.

5 See Appendix D
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In training, I could not get past the
impulse to breathe, but I wondered
what would happen if I pushed that
limit, if I pushed myself beyond (that
limit)? What is the space I enter then?

25

not breathing

The current record for holding ones breath is 24 minutes 3.45

In this semi-lucid state the individual may experience

seconds6 by static apnea7 freediver Aleix Segura Vendrell, besting the

laryngospasm11 preventing air and oxygen from entering the lungs. If

previous record, held by Tom Sietas, by 1 minute 41 seconds.

at this point the individual does not draw breath, they may completely

The average person can hold their breath for 30 seconds. I can

black out (lose consciousness), causing the lungs to empty of air,

hold my breath for 2 minutes 34.77 seconds. Yet in each of these

and the mind to slip across the precipice of life, or of this world,

holds, form 30 seconds to 24 minutes, time seems to stretch, to slow,

into the dark abyss “…into that thing the nature of which is totally

and begins to tell the story of passing a boundary, of state change.

unknown.”12 Yet still at this point the individual can be called back to

As a person holds their breath they become increasingly hypoxic8.

consciousness, back to life.13

As levels of oxygen drop in the body, carbon dioxide stimulates the
need to breathe. However, if the individual ignores these urges,
and continues through the hold, they begin to walk the line of
consciousness. Outwardly, the individual may be having loss of motor
control (LMC)9, convulsions, or appear cyanotic, but inwardly the
individual will become euphoric, dizzy, and tingly: the mind becomes
disconnected from the present and enters into a deeper state10 which
some describe as ‘nirvana’.

11 A laryngospasm occurs where, within a semi-lucid state, fluid passes over
the back of the throat causing the larynx to spasm shut and hold that way for
up to two minutes.
12 In the opening chapter of her book A Field Guide to Getting Lost,
Rebecca Solnit ponders a question originally posed by Plato: “How will
you go about finding that thing the nature of which is totally unknown
to you?” To which she responds: “The things we want are transformative,
and we don’t know or only think we know what is on the other side of that
transformation…how do you go about finding these things that are in some
ways about extending the boundaries of the self into unknown territory,
about becoming someone else?” (4-5). I feel as though this line of thought
is important in understanding why and how we are motivated to push our
boundaries or to push beyond limits, and in understanding our desire to
see or place ourselves in the beyond.
13 In instances of blackout (b/o), and even after an individual becomes
incapable of drawing breath as within the laryngospasm, they can still be
resuscitated (resurrected?): by tapping on the individual’s cheeks, blowing
over their eyes to stimulate the vagus nerve, and coaching the individual
to breathe by name: “Breathe _____, breathe,” they may be called back.
One’s name is their strongest connection to consciousness. Fazah, Training
Session 2.

6 Guinness Book of World Records
7 Static Apnea (STA) is a discipline of freediving in which: “The athlete must
remain underwater as long as possible. He [she] can assume any position in
the water or on the surface as long as all airways are completely immersed
for the duration of the performance,” Pelizzari, Manual of Freediving, 17.
8 Hypoxia is a state in which the body has too little oxygen. Fazah, Training
Session 1.
9 “Loss of motor control or near-blackout are essentially you walking the line
of your conscious level of hypoxia. So, in that scenario, when you’re having a
loss of motor control or a near blackout you’re intermittently losing control
of your senses and your ability to control your muscle groups, but that ability
is also intermittently coming back… It’s that borderline between the body
almost, almost, being too hypoxic to the point where it shuts down, but its
not quite there yet,” Fazah, Training Session 2.
10 Commenting on experiencing the deep, freedivers frequently reference
being overcome by an ‘amazing and tranquil feeling’ or ‘an immortal peace’
outside of consciousness.
29

The hold, if pushed beyond ones limit, begins to enter a space that
edges on unconsciousness, on a place between states.

30

the most nothing of all

(b/o)

When an individual crosses over from their conscious
self into what might be on the verge of death they
approach the limit of existence, of being, and edge
toward the boundless, shapeless infinite. They become
beyond human. They become not human.

As they approach the edge they experience time
slowing, opening up a void through which they can
pass into oblivion, into the abyss—the complete
unknown.14

In a state of black out one is completely lost to their
self. Their brain has literally switched off from lack of
oxygen, motor and sensorial functions ceased.

Without any way to perceive the world, what does one
find in this space outside of time and consciousness,
beyond the boundary?

14 “A person can stay in this blacked-out state safely for
about two minutes until brain oxygen gets so low that you
enter what’s called an anoxic state. Anoxia will trigger the
body to initiate a last-ditch effort to breathe, called the
terminal gasp. If there is no oxygen available at this time
(for instance if you’re underwater), brain damage begins to
occur and you’ll eventually die.“ Nestor, Deep, 129.

I feel in this place on the edge of the infinite, in the moment of
passing into unconsciousness, the certainty of the existence of
something else, a beyond, another form of reality.

37

coming to

When one returns to a conscious state from a blackout, they do not recall from where they have just come. This kind of descent into the abyss,
this pushing of the self beyond that limit, through the hold, reveals nothing more than blackness. It is incapable of revealing anything more than
blackness.15

15 Despite the brain having completely shut down, “Blacked-out divers have reported out of body experiences: One competitive diver in Greece told me
he saw into the future. (What exactly he saw he wouldn’t say.),” ibid

41

The limit, the beyond, remains out of reach, on the edge of an edge.

43
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The word apnea is derived from the Greek a-pnoia or

appendix b:
the history of
freediving

‘without breathing.’ Taken literally, apnea doesn’t include any

Umberto Pelizzari
and Stefano Tovaglieri

More than any other sport, freediving draws on ancient

reference to the aquatic, however in current terminology
it is used to refer to the sport of freediving: immersion
underwater without the aid of respiration.
…
The origins of this discipline have been lost in the depths
of time and are a weave of legends, chronicles and stories
passed down by word of mouth. Its history is not incidental.

reflexes of the human being. One need only consider that
amniotic fluid, which develops the foetus, is very similar to
seawater; furthermore, if upon birth a baby is immersed in a
pool of water it will instinctively swim breaststroke, and be
able to hold its breath for 40 seconds. The baby will retain
this ability until learning to walk.
The impulse may be obscured in the individual by the
dominance of the upright position, but in the collective
memory of humanity—and therefore in history—the practice
of apnea has left indelible traces: legends, myth, and
historical stories right up to the most recent chronicles of
athletes of our time, who haven’t just written incredible
pages in the history of the sport, but have also rewritten the
textbooks of human physiology.
…
The history of world records is also the history of apnea:
any athlete who has exceeded the limits of those who came
before has opened the door on a new evolution of diving
techniques, putting in place a teaching progression that has
formed new champions.
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Haggi Statti
Raimondo Bucher
Ennino Falco and Alberto Novelli
Raimondo Bucher
Ennino Falco and Alberto Novelli
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1994
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Teteke Williams
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Robert Croft
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-76 *
-30
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Jacques Mayol
Enzo Maiorca

1983

Jacques Mayol

-105

1990
1991

Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Umberto Pelizzari

-92 (VWT)
-95 (VWT)

1992

Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferraras

-96 (VWT)

Umberto Pelizzari
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferraras
Umberto Pelizzari

-101 (VWT)
-105 (VWT)
-110 (VWT)

Gianluca Genoni

-120 (VWT)
-121 (VWT)
-122 (VWT)

1969
1970

1994
1995
1996
1997

2015

Enzo Maiorca

Stavros Kastrinakis

All depths are recorded in meters
* Indicates and unofficial record

-146 (VWT )

1995
1997
2001

Stefano Makula
Nuccio and Mario Imbesi
Enzo Maiorca
Stefano Makula
Enzo Liistro
Nuccio Imbesi
Stefano Makula
Jacques Mayol
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Frank Messegué
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Umberto Pelizzari
Umberto Pelizzari
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Umberto Pelizzari
Umberto Pelizzari
Umberto Pelizzari
Umberto Pelizzari

-50
-52
-55
-55
-56
-57
-58
-61
-67 *
-69 *
-62
-63
-65
-67
-68
-70
-72
-75
-80

2013

Alexey Molchanov

-128

1978
1979
1980
1981
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

2001

Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferraras
Umberto Pelizzari
Gianluca Genoni
Loïc Leferme
Gianluca Genoni
Umberto Pelizzari

-112
-115
-118
-120
-123
-125
-126
-127
-128
-131
-135
-137
-138
-150

2007

Herbert Nitsch

-214

1989
1991
1992
Rules are revised to
distinguish between the
old-style absolute variable
weight, which had come to
be called ‘no limits’ (NLT),
and variable weight (VWT)
diving. In the new-style of
variable weight, divers could
descend with no more than
30Kg ballast, and could no
longer ascend by use of
an inflatable device. Under
these new guidelines, Enzo
Maiorca’s -87 meter dive was
recognized as the record for
VWT, and Pipin’s -112 meter
dive as record for No Limits.

1994
1995
1996
1998
1999

Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Umberto Pelizzari
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferreras
Umberto Pelizzari
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferraras
Francisco ‘Pipin’ Ferraras

A new competitive freediving
discipline ‘constant weight’
(CWT) is created. In this type of
diving, the athlete descends and
ascends using only their own
force, without touching the dive
line, and without releasing the
weight belt that was used for
descent.

No Limits (NLT)

1973
1974
1975
1976

-64 *
-64
-67 *
-70
-73
-74
-75
-76
-77
-78
-80
-86
-87
-92
-101

1968

First official freediving record names
Raimondo Bucher “Worlds Deepest Man”,
and establishes the first competitive
freediving discipline ‘absolute, variable
weight’ in which the diver descends with
unlimited ballast (weight), detaches the
weight, and returns to the surface by
means of inflated devices.

Constant Weight (CWT)

1913
1949
1951
1952
1956
1960

So, vis-u-al-i-za-she-en. So I had never really visualized things before,
situations in life. I didn’t do sports in college or things like that and
high school sports I didn’t care enough anyways um and I was never
really super scared of public speaking or things like that, so I never
really visualized anything before. And then when I took this class, the
one that you’re taking right now I was introduced to visualization and
it opened up this whole new realm of possibility (so to speak) because
the entire goal of visualization is to get your mind on board for what
you know your body can already do.

appendix c:
Savannah White
on visualization

And so what I do is, lets say I’m going freediving tomorrow, and I’m
going to take a boat out, and I’m gonna, I’m gonna try and hit 100
feet (30 meters). My personal best is, lets say my personal best is 24
meters and I want to hit 100 feet today, that’s my goal. I’m going to
visualize myself hitting 100 feet because I know I can I can do it, but
as soon as I get out there what’s going to stop me is not the fact that I
can’t kick down there, or the fact that I can’t kick myself back up. I can
get there. I know I have the physical capability of getting there, but the
doubt that creeps into my mind and the fear. The… the doubts a huge
one for me. Or nervousness. Things like that, that’s what can mess up a
dive. So what I do is I visualize every single aspect of that entire dive.
From me putting my gear together the night before, to driving the car,
to the marina, to getting on the boat, to putting my gear on, to getting
in the water and setting up lines in the water, to doing a couple warm
up dives, to shooting for that 100 feet, 30 meters. Okay? I visualize
all of it. In minute, excruciating detail. Okay? Its incredibly meditative
because you’re allowing your mind to focus on one single thing at a
time, each of these minute details. And its allowing your mind to see
that you can already do it, which makes it significantly easier when
you get out in the water because in a sense you’ve already done it. I’ve
already made this 100 foot dive I guess I’ll just do it again just for fun.
Does that make sense?

january 25, 2017

And so I walk through everything. Setting my gear up, how I set it up
what does it look like? Putting it all in my bag, where is everything in
my bag? Going to sleep that night setting the alarm to wake up nice
and early. My alarm goes off what’s the first thing that I see? Do I open
my eyes? Do I listen to my alarm? Do I turn my alarm off maybe go
back to sleep for a little bit? Probably. Um, getting in my car having
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maybe some tea on the drive. Maybe a little, like, some toast and
peanut butter, super light breakfast. Um. Is there traffic on the road?
Did I see any meaningful cars on the road that stuck in my mind um
getting to the marina where to I park? Where did I park my car? I
grab my gear from my bag maybe its in the back seat maybe its in
the trunk... I get to the boat. Who’s running the boat today? Who are
the other divers on board? Where do I put my gear? Um. How did I
sit or stand on the boat ride out? Who did I talk to? What did we talk
about? What did the weather look like? What did, what did the sea
smell like? What did the air smell like? What did the sea look like? We
get to the dive site maybe the captain anchors off maybe I helped him
anchor off maybe he has a hand on that helped him anchor off. We
set up our lines. Throw the lines in the water. Maybe the conditions
change a little bit and the sea calms down, the sea gets choppier. I
lay out all my gear and I start to get it on. What do I put on first? How
does it feel? Do I get everything situated properly. Am I weighted
properly? Am I wearing my belt? Do I have my neck-weight too? Uh,
I have my water bottle. Maybe I forgot my clip so I have to borrow a
clip from somebody. I didn’t bring my water bottle out on the float.
I have my fins, my fin keepers. What do my fins look like that day?
Are they already wet from the surf on the ride out? Are they still
completely dry? Am I wearing gloves? Am I wearing my favorite mask
of my second favorite mask? What snorkel am I using? Did I forget
my snorkel? No I didn’t because I put all my gear together before.
Everything. Minute, minute detail.

on my breathing, never forgetting about my breathing, meditating
through my breathing. I do my four final breaths. My heart rate is still
low. I’m still meditating through my breathing. I take my final breath.
I feel my diaphragm stretch. My chest expands. My shoulders come
back. I get a little bit extra in my throat. Shrug my shoulders. Nice full
breath. Took probably six seconds, five seconds maybe. I spit out my
snorkel. I do my surface dive, and I start finning down to the bottom.
Maybe I have my eyes open and I’m seeing the line go past me. As I
start finning more and more I feel my buoyancy change the deeper
I get because my lungs are compressing, my suit is compressing.
I’m equalizing. I spit some air into my mask my mask needs to be
equalized as well. I keep equalizing. My ears are doing great. I don’t
feel any pain. No trouble equalizing. I just keep firing away. I start
to reach negative buoyancy, or free-fall, so I don’t even have to kick
anymore, and I can just glide down. I feel the water rushing past my
face. Maybe I close my eyes. (because I’m so relaxed) keeping on
equalizing, and then I feel myself hit the plate at 30 meters, 100 feet.
So I grab the line, turn around and I start coming back up. Both my
arms are by my sides. I can feel my buoyancy changing as I come up.
My suit expands. My lungs expand. The air in my mouth expands. My
mask expands. And I start to sniff it back (because you always should
sniff your mask). And then, the last 5 meters I don’t even move, and
I just ride my buoyancy up to the surface. Go through my recovery
breathing. And I feel great. Just did a 100 foot dive.

I do my first couple warm up dives. Okay? So I’m sitting on the surface
breathing up, feeling the water lapping at the side of my face, hanging
onto the float. Relaxation breathing, longer and longer exhales. I
feel my heart rate slow getting ready for the first warm up dive. Lets
say I just go to 10 meters hang out for a couple seconds. See what I
see. Maybe I see nothing except the green expanse of New England
waters. Or maybe I see a fish swim by or I see divers on a float right
next to me. Then I come up go through my recovery breathing. Dive
felt good. I do a couple more. Ready for my attempt. Personal best
attempt. So, I’m sitting on the surface, breathing up, I feel my exhales
lengthen, the pauses lengthen, my heart rate is relaxing, calming
down. I feel my mind kind of lull into a calm state thinking about this
dive, not anxiously thinking about it, just kind of pondering it, focusing
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Felicia

appendix d:
interview with
Janna Kaplan
on spacial
disorientation

Hi, how are you?

Janna
I am sorry. I took half a sick day today. I wasn’t feeling well in
the morning, but I’m at work now, so we can talk.
F Okay. I’m sorry you’re notJ Can you talk now?
F Yeah, I can.
J Okay.
F Yeah. Yeah, I had sent you in my email a little bit of what I’ve been
researching, which has been physiology of humans at depth, so in
diving. Kind of like the processes that humans go through in a dive, and
all of the different sort of state changes that allow the human body to
dive. Namely the dive reflex. Within that, there’s a subset of research
that is the psychology of training. Which is where Shona recommended
that I reach out to you and see if you’d be willing to talk on that.

march 9, 2017

J Okay.
F In starting out I wanted to know mostly what your role is at SIRIUS
and the Graybiel Lab, and what are the specifics of your research at
SIRIUS?

Janna Kaplan, MS, SIRIUS Astronaut Training Program Lead and
Senior Scientist. Janna is Lecturer in Psychology and Senior
Research Associate at Brandeis University’s Graybiel Lab,

J Mm-hmm (affirmative). Okay, so let me answer those questions. The
Graybiel Labs at Brandeis University is part of the neuroscience program.
What neuroscience does, we study how brain works comprehensively.
Not just what the biochemistry of neurons is, or what is the behavioral
issues of adaptation to certain environment, holistically-

specializing in Neuropsychology and Space Research. At Brandeis
since 1983, she studies human adaptation to various conditions of
space flight such as zero-G, high-G, G-force transitions, artificial
gravity environments, spatial orientation/disorientation, and space

F Mm-hmm (affirmative).

motion sickness. In cooperation with the Graybiel Lab, and on the

J Brains in untouched human body, not in a sample, in an unstrained
environment. How does it work in all its complexity. That’s what
neuroscience does. We can’t answer that question all by ourselves. We
have our own area of expertise, and that area is sensory motor human
factors of space flight and analog environments. That means
that we’re studying human adaptation to various conditions of space,
flight, or any conditions where change affects the environment outside
of the human body, or the conditions inside of the human body that are
in any way connected with movement, control, with the force of gravity,
with forces acting on the body or within the body. That also

foundation of its research and facilities, Janna has developed
this program for commercial and private payload and research
astronaut training. The training protocol focuses on sensorimotor
human factors of spaceflight such as motion sickness, spatial
disorientation, spatial illusions, and movement errors in changing
gravitoinertial force environments.
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J Mm-hmm (affirmative). What is known in the field as analog
environments are really, you’re right, created artificially created
environments. Like I can not, I don’t have a flying vehicle that can create
zero-G or high-G, and I can not create an analog for zero-G except in
a buoyancy water tank, neutral buoyancy water tank I think it’s called,
at NASA, which I don’t have. In, for example, a linear elevator shaft,
where I can drop a cabin, an elevator cabin into free fall for certain
few seconds or parts of seconds. That zero gravity would be an analog
environment for zero-G, but it will be so brief that it can only, through
it I can only study, in an elevator drop, I can only study very, very brief
initial fractions of seconds of exposure to zero-G, and in a neutral
buoyancy tank, I can long experiments, but that zero-gravity is not the
exact zero-gravity from the point of view of physics. You can’t have it
all. You have to know what the limitations of analog environments are
when you go that way.

includes analog or virtual environments. Environments we can create
to approximate different conditions of space flight or any other extreme
environment. Now, that’s where there is some intercept with what
you’re interested in, because what we do here is it’s really an off-shoot
of the Graybiel Labs that I started or founded, or organized around
2010 when NASA decommissioned the shuttle, the last flying shuttle
and the shuttle program.
That gave financial boost as well as opened up possibilities for rapid
development. Market possibilities for private commercial space flight
programs Those programs want to approach space flight not as a totally
new environment for which you have to undergo NASA training to have
this profound multi-year comprehensive training to be a space flight
specialist in every possible space flight situation. What private industry
wants is not that. They want people who are specifically trained to a
particular task who can just be hired, fly their flight, or few flights, do
that task and that’s it. There’s no hullabaloo, there’s no medals, there’s
no red carpet. It’s just a job. It’s a job for hire, but the person needs
to be trained in the specific features of flight that he or she will be
experiencing while doing that task. That’s allowed companies or venues
like SIRIUS to be able to train in the narrow, specific area of expertise.
I can’t compete with NASA in comprehensive astronaut training, but I
have expertise in sensory motor human factors.

We have a facility in my lab here at Graybiel, which is a very large,
rotating room. The forces of rotation can be used as an analog
environment for a force of gravity that is known as artificial gravity
environments. That environment also allows us to do long duration
experiments, but there are limitations in that the radius of rotation
is such that for me to create significant amounts of artificial gravity,
comparable to what an astronaut would experience in, for example, liftoff or re-entry into the atmosphere from the space flight, I would have
to achieve high velocities of rotation, high revolutions per minute of
degrees per second speed of rotation, or I have to increase the radius,
which is limited by just physical dimensions of the lab.

That includes interaction with forces and how control of movement
changes when the forces change. That includes gravity force,
including weightlessness, or artificial gravity, high-G. That includes
motion-sickness. That includes movement errors that occur in those
conditions, that approximate space flight conditions. That includes
spacial orientation or disorientation. Those things aren’t that different
from what, for example, other critical environments present, like deep
underwater environment. A lot of astronaut training takes place in a water
tank, because that’s how the buoyancy in the water can be considered
an analog environment for certain features of weightlessness. I guess
that’s why Shona connected you with me is because of that overlap.
Does that answer your question?

The higher the speed of rotation, the more motion-sickness
producing such an environment is, and the more difficult it is to move
in such environment. The higher the radius, the lower is the rotation
velocity, and the easier is that movement. Somewhere we have to find
that balance where we can still do our experiments and people can
move, but the motion-sickness has to be minimized to the extent that
they can function. We may need analog environment. These are the
considerations between what the environment allows and how to take
advantage of that, and what it restricts, and what are the constrictions of
such environment, and we have to account for that in the experimental
design. There is a lot of literature, and you can search online or NASA
website on the neutral buoyancy lab, and the studies that they do there,
and what type of analog environment it is and how they approximate it
as much as they can to the weightless environment of space flight. They
do practice space walks there. In terms of the control of movement,
there are a lot of similarities in the neutral buoyancy lab, and yet it is not
the exact environment.

F Definitely. You’re focusing mostly in your research and
these like interactions of forces with a body, just to beJ Yeah.
F What kind of processes, you mentioned for instance analog types of
environments, but also artificial, what types of processes and criteria
have you developed for training?
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When they do that training, they have to constantly keep that ... Take
that into account. I haven’t dealt with it myself. I can’t give you that
information, but there is a lot of information available. Now, another
thing with, for example, diving and my study of spacial orientation,
which means how we know how our body is oriented with regard to
the three axis of our coordinate system, up and down, right and left,
forward and backwards from us. We have sensory systems that do that
kind of spacial analysis for us. There are obvious systems like vision and
touch. Hearing we do some localization by sound. There are also senses
that are not as well known. For example, there’s the whole vestibular
system, which is situated in the bone behind our ear, right next to the
inner ear, which is part of the auditory system.

the body does get from sensory systems, to reconstruct the spacial
environment correctly in the earth-centric coordinate system. Keep
asking me questions, because I can talk about those things forever.

The vestibular system actually is not one, but just two senses within
that. One is the sense of linear acceleration. The other is the system
that detects angular accelerations, accelerations of rotation, and that
is called the semi-circular canal. They are two distinct systems that are
known as a vestibular system, but they’re not even taught in high school
among the five, so-called, senses. Yet, without that system, spacial
orientation is severely compromised. What happens to the extent that
a person is profoundly disabled, they can not function unless there is
full-elimination. They have no way of knowing with their eyes closed if
they are lying down or standing up. They have to live with their lights on
all the time. They walk like the sailors walk after a long sea voyage, with
their feet far apart to have the triangular structure of support between
the two legs.

There is, you know the high-G enhances your understanding of your
feel for coordinate system, but high-G is not an easy environment to
work in. You know, your body weigh is so increased that normal kind
of automatic movement control doesn’t work, and there’s tremendous
effort in doing simple, routine things. At least we have no ambiguity
about spacial orientation of ourselves, of our bodies, and objects
around. Micro-gravity is actually more similar to underwater experience,
especially weightlessness. In weightlessness, spacial
orientation is severely compromised. It’s the same thing. We lose that
Z-Axis, the vertical axis information is entirely missing.

F I know just what you mean, it’s totally fascinating. I was wondering, as
you were speaking there, is there a similar type of disorientation that’s
experienced for the people training for space flight in terms of, like,
they’re entering in and out of states of having, I’m assuming here, I
don’t know very much, but of having gravity as a feeling and then losing
that, and how you begin to orient yourself when that happens?
J Yes. That’s a good question.

We, who evolved through the whole evolution of terrestrial species,
and through our individual life experiences, 100% of the time in the Earth
gravity field, we don’t have innate ability to switch to the coordinate
system that is missing one axis. That Z-Axis is just gone. How do we
deal with that? We did some studies of that, and it’s very, it’s not entirely
understood, but what is happening, at least in the immediate vicinity, in
the body and the immediate vicinity of human body is that we, without
fully, without knowing it, we somehow assign that vertical axis to our
body midlines. Imagine you have the pencil that you put to your naval,
and it kind of sticks out of your stomach at the naval, perpendicular to
the flat surface of the abdomen, okay?

That system is effective during diving, for example. When a person
dives, it’s very, and not an experienced diver. It’s hard to know where
is your up and where is your down are very hard. Sometimes people
get disoriented, and if they don’t have a clear sense ... Because of the
buoyancy, there is no clear sense of the direction of gravity. On Earth,
we have a very clear sense of the direction of gravity, because our
weight pulls us down perpendicular to the surface of the Earth. That is
our Z-Axis. Our vertical axis. There is no ambiguity here for us. We can
jump and run and do somersaults, and ballerinas can do all kinds of
weird movements, and yet still know exactly where is up and where is
down and how to move and how to recover stability.

F Mm-hmm (affirmative).
J That pencil sticking out of your naval is what is known as body
midline. It is a line perpendicular to the flat surface of your abdomen
at the naval, which is the projected position of the center of mass of
your body. That is an axis that has nothing to do with the Earth. It’s not a
geo-centric axis. It is a body-centric axis. It is specific to that particular
body, mine or yours, or some Joe-shmo. It is an axis that is individually,
proprietarily yours. The right and left, and the fore and aft axis are not

In the water, because of the buoyancy, the gravity force feedback is
much reduced, and we just don’t have, untrained person wouldn’t have
the sensitivity to exactly know where is up and where is down. That’s
how disorienting underwater experience is. People need to, in training
of divers, there is a lot of emphasis on how to read the whatever signals
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J That is part of the astronaut training is how to recognize in one’s self,
and how to recognize in another person within your team, any kind of
sensory motor disturbance than can affect safety or performance, and
how to modify the decision-making process.

changed, but the Z-Axis, which disappears, we subconsciously assign it
to that midline axis. It becomes a body, ego-centric coordinate system.
We transition from the geo-centric coordinate system to the egocentric coordinate system without even any awareness that that’s
what’s happening. That in and of itself can be, and that is possibly what’s
happening underwater as well. That can be a cause for tremendous
errors in spacial orientation and it will cause disorientation. It will
cause errors in movement control. In critical environments, it’s those
errors of disorientation and movement are very dangerous. That is the
reason we are trying to study and understand those sensory and motor
disturbances of those weird environments.

F Mm-hmm (affirmative). You mentioned just a bit ago coming up with
quantifiable or measurable tasks based on psychology. I was wondering
what some of those were, because things like fear could be like really
a subjective things to measure. I wondered what some of those tasks
were.
J Well we, we did some studies, because motion-sickness and space
motion-sickness in particular, is a big part of our work. In my work, we
did some studies of how, for example, fear or anxiety affect the build-up
of motion-sickness. The data is interesting, the subjective data is that
anxiety and fear is part of the anxiety. Subjective data is overwhelming
that anxiety increases the build-up of motion-sickness. Yet, when we
actually quantitize it by specific measures of motion-sickness, that
there’s no such convincing evidence. That’s an interesting thing, and
we are trying to understand that.

F Do you do much then with the psychology then of like how people
are processing that, or is it more ...
J Yeah. We do deal with psychology, so we study, of course, what
we can quantify. We design tasks where the person’s responses can
be quantitized and measured, and correlated with the forces that
effect or lack of forces and other physics of the environment. We also
always take subjective reports to see how the disorientation affects the
decision-making, how disorientation, or motion-sickness, or errors in
judgment of distances and positions of objects, how does that affect
the decision-making ability, like I said, in critical environments, these
mistakes can be deadly, or can be dangerous in any other way. Ideally,
we want to create the training paradigms such that people can be
sensitized to the possibility of errors. Then, their decision-making can
be an informed decision-making, rather than uninformed, like I said.
We lose the Z-Axis and we’re not aware of that. We make decisions as
if nothing happened, where indeed we switched coordinate systems,
and that’s a traumatic change in our interaction with an environment.

Any kind of ... There are triggers, for example, for motion-sickness that
have an effect that may be anxiety-related, but indirect. For example,
anxiety increases sweating, or increases certain visceral functions, like
when we are anxious, we may want to pee. We may want to go to the
bathroom more frequently, or we may have salivation, or some other
kind of sweating, something that is connected with body excretion of
certain substances, which may have a smell. Smell is known to affect
the process of motion-sickness. There can be, there are different ways
of studying it. That’s just one of the examples, quantifiable research
versus subjective assessments.
F In looking ... Go ahead.

If we can train people to at least understand that they are experiencing
a sense of illusion, or that they are experiencing a certain disorientation.
Then, they can either postpone the decision until they are more familiar
with the environment, or delegate it to somebody who is more in control
of the environment, or declare emergency. There are other things that
can be done as better informed decisions than continuing as if nothing
happened. Do you see what I mean?

J Yeah, go ahead.
F Oh. In looking at the subjective and the quantifiable, it sounds like
there may be some contradictions at points in time, at least in terms
of anxiety and its relation to motion-sickness. Is that common to find,
like, discrepancies, or places where things don’t fit or behave as they
should seem?

F Yeah. It kind of sounds like the dive training that I went through, we
talked a lot about safety and like the protocols for when one’s body
is reacting a certain way, and then kind of going through this training
to be really specifically prepared to handle someone else’s situation in
tandem with your own when their body, for instance, having a loss of
motor control.

J It’s not possible to make that judgment. The reason is that, you know,
we are all living objects, or living creatures. Living systems, nothing is
100%. It’s all about...The majority of effects fall under certain bell, and
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then there are outliers, and then there’s everything in between. If I were
a robot, then I would either do or not do something, or either feel or
not feel something, and report it that way. If I were a robot measuring
motion-sickness, I will either have it or not. I will either see an object
or not see it. In us, there is an individual variability of everything that
happens. One person may experiencing something. Another person
may have it less of it, the other person can have more of it.

F Do you have time for one more?

That is what’s known as individual variability. Of all the senses,
and they’re all variables. Some people are more keen to sense of
touch. Some people are less. Some people lack it through some
virile infection they lose the sense of touch. That would be an outlier,
because there are very few such people. There is a variability, and that’s
within certain parameters of bell-curve. The most variable thing of all
sensory responses that we know of is motion-sickness susceptibility.
That individual variability is so huge that it is very difficult to relate or
correlate subjective reports to quantifiable data.

J That’s a very good question. Really, really good. Yes, definitely
visualization is normally a part of training, but in environments which
I deal with, space flight environments, analog environments, artificial
environments, and that, I would think, would involve, well I don’t
know. I haven’t dealt with underwater environment, personally, in my
research. I don’t know if you should, and you should look into it. In
the environments that I deal with, visualization is not a very reliable
training tool, because of sensory illusions that are very prominent in the
environments where there are those sensory or motor disturbances.
Those situations are prone to sensory illusions, and those can be
extremely visual. Then, they can mislead you instead of helping you
to do the tasks. Let me give you an example. I have, and I’m doing that
experiment right now for the Air Force.

J Yeah.
F Okay. I was wondering one last thing about visualization and using
it as a tool for training, and if that’s something you ever use, and then
how you go about it.

F I see.
J What we do with motion-sickness is we do individual assessments,
and that’s one of the things that my program, Serious Astronaut
Training, does is when it comes to motion-sickness, it is highlyindividualized. We show that individual, my for example, trainee that
signed up, I would first assess that person’s individual susceptibility to
motion-sickness, and then study within that person without averaging
with anybody else. That’s why it is so difficult for me to say that there is
a contradiction, and that is why the studies that do, that correlational
studies between say anxiety and motion-sickness are not something
that, you know, in the textbooks. That person who has, let’s say, high
level of anxiety that doesn’t effect his or her motion-sickness may have
very low susceptibility to motion-sickness in the first place.

In an artificial gravity environment, I am rotating a person in my
rotating room, which is fully enclosed, in the dark, or even with the
light on actually, either way. When the person is not even moving, just
standing at the wall in the rotating room, and there is that constant
velocity of rotation, that person has an illusion of the whole room,
which is a circular room like a cylinder, only fully enclosed and you’re
inside of it. It’s rotating around the central axis of that cylinder. There is
an illusion that is almost immediate. You feel that the whole room, with
you, is tilted. It’s not horizontal. It’s tilted, and the tilt is very significant at
the speed of rotation that I use most commonly, which is 10 revolutions
per minute. It’s one complete revolution every six seconds.

F Mm-hmm (affirmative), interesting.

That tilt is close to 20 degrees. That is an enormous tilt. I would not
be able to hold my body. I would fall because the center of mass is
projected outside of the base of support. Yet, I have this illusion, so all
my movements, I can’t visualize anything else. If I do, it will be in the
wrong coordinate system. That illusion is extremely common and it’s
called the Elevator Illusion. That renders useless that visualization as a
coping technique. There are many, many other experiments that I do
that have sensory illusion. They are totally visual. I don’t know in the
underwater environment what kind of sensory illusions occur. You can
Google it and see what you come up with. That would suggest whether
visualization may or may not be a significant, useful tool in training.

J It’s not binary. It’s not that simple. It can not be judged like that.
F Let’s see. I’m asking some that aren’t on the list just based on our
conversation, it’s so interestingJ I’ve wanted to mention that I have an appointment at three o’clock,
so I would have to leave in about ten minutes. If you, based on what
we have discussed, if you have more questions, we can set up another
time.
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F That’s interesting, because it is one thing where you know, you can
go and be thinking that you’re so sure on something, but then later that
ends up being that cause for error that you were talking about before.

F Okay, yeah, definitely. That would be awesome.

J One of the theories that suggest some explanation of those illusions
is, and that theory is really not a theory, but hypothesis of sensory
conflict, where the different senses give the brain, the central nervous
system, conflicting, contradictory information. Then, the central
nervous system has to resolve that sensory conflict. The nervous
system has to pick up one of the sensory inputs and define it as the
default and ignore the others. It may or may not be the correct input,
since several are in conflict. Because we are visual animals really, our
primary sense is visual in spacial orientation, those sensory illusions
are seriously visual. They’re illusions, but we don’t know that, and we
act in such a way as if that is the real, reliable information. Again, a part
of my SIRIUS Astronaut Training is to train subjects to recognize that
they may be experiencing an illusion, and then enable their so-called
unclear environment protocols. Either I don’t do what I need to do, or I
delegate, or I declare emergency.

F Okay, thank you.

J Okay.

J Great, nice talking to you, Felicia.
F Thank you very much, Janna.
J Yeah, sure. Bye-bye.
F Bye.

F That’s fascinating.
J Yeah, but I don’t know much about sensory conflict in underwater
environments, so you should look into that.
F I have a small base of information with it, but it’s one of those things
you can’t really, I feel like, fully know until your experience, and it’s hard
to kind of simulate what that is without actually going in to do it.
J Yeah.
F I’ll let you go so you can go to your meeting. Thank you so
much for your time.
J Right, so what I suggest is that you process what we
talked about, and then if you have more questions or want
to schedule another time to talk, send me an email, and we
will do that.
F Okay.
J Also, if you are in the Boston area, then you can come and
visit the lab. If you want to set up time for that, also the best
way to do it is through email.
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